Introduction
============

Breast cancer (BC) is the most common cancer in women worldwide, and the second most common cancer overall. Statistics indicate an intense, steady increase in the incidence and mortality of BC among women ([@ref-6]). More than 50% of BC cases are first detected in the late stages of the disease. Every year, 1,400,000 new cases of the disease are diagnosed globally ([@ref-22]). Establishing the relationship between the miRNAs and mRNA genes involved in the development of BC (candidate genes) is a promising area of research. miRNAs are found in tumors and blood, and may be potential biomarkers of BC ([@ref-1]; [@ref-16]; [@ref-25]; [@ref-26]; [@ref-34]; [@ref-42]; [@ref-62]). Several studies have been devoted to establishing a correlation between the expression of miRNA and various BC subtypes ([@ref-7]; [@ref-8]; [@ref-12]; [@ref-27]; [@ref-31]; [@ref-33]; [@ref-49]; [@ref-58]). Disruptions in the regulation of miRNA expression can regulate the expression of oncogenes and oncosuppressors, thus affecting the development of a tumor. An increase or decrease in the expression of certain miRNAs influence the onset and progression of a tumor ([@ref-51]). Some miRNAs are overexpressed if the expression of candidate genes in both benign and malignant tumors is significantly lowered ([@ref-47]). It has been shown that many intron miRNAs are expressed together with host genes. Changes in miRNA expression may be associated with chromosomal mutations ([@ref-44]), epigenetic modifications ([@ref-60]) or biogenesis defects ([@ref-46]). miRNAs that inhibit the translation of tumor suppressor and apoptosis gene mRNA function as oncogenes, which contributes to oncogenesis ([@ref-55]). Other miRNAs may be tumor suppressors if their target genes are oncogenes and cell cycle genes ([@ref-36]). Presently, there is little information about miRNA and genes involved in BC subtypes. Therefore, in the present work, the association between the miRNAs and mRNAs of candidate genes of BC subtypes are revealed. According to miRBase, more than 90% of miRNA have a length in the range of 20--25 nucleotides (<http://mirbase.org>). Similar to the length of primers in the polymerase chain reaction, miRNA nucleotide sequence length is necessary for the selective interaction with mRNA ([@ref-17]). One miRNA can have binding sites (BSs) in the mRNA of many genes ([@ref-2]; [@ref-21]; [@ref-38]), and the mRNA of one gene can have BSs for many miRNAs ([@ref-23]).

In this article, we show the advantage of utilizing the interaction between miRNA and mRNA when studying the binding of miRNA with the mRNA of BC subtype candidate genes, which contain clusters of miRNA BSs.

Materials & Methods
===================

The nucleotide (nt) sequences of candidate genes of BC subtypes were downloaded from GenBank (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov>). These specific candidate genes are responsible for the development of triple-negative subtype, luminal A and B subtypes, and HER2 subtype of BC ([Table S1](#supp-4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Information about miRNAs that presumably bind to candidate genes of BC is provided in [Table S2](#supp-5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The table indicates that the miRNAs studied are present in blood, serum, plasma, and cells in BC or other types of cancer. The nucleotide sequences of mRNA genes of *Chlorocebus sabaeus*---Csa, *Gorilla gorilla*---Ggo, *Homo sapience*---Hsa, *Macaca mulatta*---Mml, *Mus musculus*---Mmu, *Pan paniscus*---Ppa, *Pan troglodytes*---Ptr, *Papio Anubis*---Pan, *Pongo abelii*---Pab, and *Rattus norvegicus---Rno* were downloaded from NCBI (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov>). The nucleotide sequences of 2,565 miRNAs were taken from miRBase, and 3,707 miRNAs from a previous study ([@ref-30]). The Reads Per Kilobase Million (RPKM) value ([@ref-35]) was given in the Human Protein Atlas data (<https://www.proteinatlas.org/ENSG00000150093-ITGB1/tissue/breast>). Human Protein Atlas data were used as a quantitative measure of breast transcript expression.

The miRNA BSs in 5′UTRs, CDSs and 3′UTRs of several genes were predicted using the MirTarget program ([@ref-21]; [@ref-20]). This program defines the following features of miRNA binding to mRNAs: (a) the start of the initiation of miRNA binding to mRNAs; (b) the localization of miRNA BSs in 5′UTRs, CDSs and 3′UTRs of the mRNAs; (c) the free energy of interaction between miRNA and the mRNA (ΔG, kJ/mole); and (d) the schemes of nucleotide interactions between miRNAs and mRNAs. The ratio ΔG/ΔGm (%) was determined for each site (ΔGm equals the free energy of miRNA binding with its fully complementary nucleotide sequence). The miRNA BSs located in mRNAs had ΔG/ΔGm ratios of 87% or more. ΔG/ΔGm ratios were taken on the assumption that the members of the miRNA of one family differ by generally no more than one to three nucleotides and, along with a miRNA length of 22 nt, the ΔG/ΔGm value was 96% (21 nt/22 nt = 96%) − 87% (19 nt/22 nt = 87%). With a larger difference in the number of mismatched nucleotides, the probability of two or more miRNAs binding in one site increases, despite the miRNA's natural ability to interact selectively with the mRNA of the target gene. The MirTarget program identifies the positions of the BSs on the mRNA, beginning with the first nucleotide of the mRNA's 5′UTR. The MirTarget program found hydrogen bonds between adenine (A) and uracil (U), guanine (G) and cytosine (C), G and U, and A and C. The distance between A and C was 1.04 nanometers; 1.03 nanometers between G and C, and A and U; and 1.02 nanometers between G and U ([@ref-29]). The numbers of hydrogen bonds in the G-C, A-U, G-U and A-C interactions were found to be 3, 2, 1 and 1, respectively ([@ref-24]; [@ref-28]; [@ref-29]). The characteristics of the interaction between miRNA and mRNA reflect the intermolecular interactions of their molecules and were calculated for given parameters without their variation. Consequently, the results have no statistical scatter. Other factors that may have influenced these interactions have not been studied. Our article does not address the subject of changing the concentration ratio of miRNA and mRNA, because this aspect is of independent interest and is not part of the objectives of this work. For any other pathology, other candidate genes should be used, and other miRNA BSs should be determined.

The MirTarget program determines single miRNA BSs in mRNA, and miRNA BSs in clusters (arranged in series with overlapping of nucleotide sequences of the same or several miRNAs). In this study we hypothesized that miRNA BSs in mRNA are organized into clusters. The MirTarget program does not work directly with miRBase and NCBI databases. The searches for target genes from 17,508 human genes in a special format from NCBI, for the known miRNAs from miRBase, and for novel miRNAs from other sources will be available on request at mirtarget8\@gmail.com.

Results
=======

The adequate prediction of miRNA BSs in mRNA target genes is a key problem when studying the biological role of miRNA in the regulation of gene expression. We have developed a MirTarget program that predicts the BSs of miRNA using mRNA, thereby revealing new properties of miRNA. Before presenting the results, we will provide a few specific examples that demonstrate the features of the MirTarget program.

The schemes of miRNA nucleotide interaction with mRNA BSs are shown in [Figs. S1](#supp-1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S3](#supp-3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The following advantages of the MirTarget program are shown: (a) almost all miRNA nucleotides interact with mRNA; (b) the formation of non-canonical pairs G-U and A-C do not change the double-stranded arrangement of the miRNA complex with mRNA since the distances between G-U and A-C are equal to the distances between G-C and A-U; (c) the free energy of interaction is an important criterion for binding miRNA to mRNA; and (d) the localization of the miRNA BSs in 5′UTR, CDS and 3′UTR.

Several miRNAs were bound to the entire nucleotide sequence of mRNA of triple-negative BC subtype candidate genes ([Fig. S1](#supp-1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For example, miR-5095, miR-5096, miR-619-5p, miR-1273g-3p, and miR-1273f with entire nucleotide sequences were bound to the mRNA of the *ATM* gene. MiR-5095, miR-1273e, miR-1273f were bound to the mRNA *IL11* gene by all nucleotides. Similarly, miR-1273c and miR-1285-3p were bound to the mRNA of the *STMN1* gene, and ID00436.3p-miR was bound with the mRNA of the *SFN* gene.

ID01810.3p-miR had BSs in 5′UTR of the mRNA *CBL* gene ([Fig. S1](#supp-1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Of the 23 nucleotides in ID01810.3p-miR, only one nucleotide could not form hydrogen bonds with mRNAs, and the other nucleotides formed a double-stranded helical structure with mRNA. Three pairs of G-U and three pairs of A-C, each with one hydrogen bond, contributed to the preservation of this structure due to the stacking interactions between adjacent bases ([@ref-56]). The binding of ID01810.3p-miR to the mRNA of the *CBL* gene caused non-canonical pairs G-U and A-C to form, and there was no interaction between A and G in the second position. Despite this, the free energy of the interaction of ID01810.3p-miR with the mRNA of the *CBL* gene was 87% of the maximum. The interaction schemes of ID01321.5p-miR with mRNA *RUNX1* gene, miR-3198 with mRNA *CBL* gene, miR-1273d with mRNA *IL11* gene, and miR-5585-3p with mRNA *STMN1* gene are shown in [Fig. S1](#supp-1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The free energy of interaction of these pairs of miRNAs and mRNAs was 87--98% of the maximum value of ΔGm ([Table 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"}).
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###### Characteristics of miRNA interaction in the mRNA of BC subtype triple-negative.

![](peerj-07-8049-g004)

  Gene, RPKM           miRNA                Start of binding site, nt   ΔG, kJ/mole   ΔG/ΔGm, %   Length, nt
  -------------------- -------------------- --------------------------- ------------- ----------- ------------
  *CBL*                ID03332.3p-miR (4)   16 ÷ 25                     −134 ÷−140    90 ÷ 94     24
  3.9                  ID01310.3p-miR (4)   17 ÷ 26                     −121          92          22
  ID02761.3p-miR       28                   −138                        93            24          
  miR-1908-3p          30                   −121                        92            21          
  ID00278.3p-miR       32                   −125                        91            23          
  ID02430.3p-miR       34                   −110                        98            18          
  *MMP2*               ID00278.3p-miR       110                         −123          89          23
  192.4                ID01310.3p-miR       113                         −121          92          22
  ID03037.3p-miR       115                  −121                        90            22          
  ID03345.5p-miR       124                  −127                        90            24          
  ID03368.3p-miR       125                  −117                        89            23          
  *RAB5A*              ID02930.3p-miR       184                         −132          89          24
  16.1                 ID03445.3p-miR       189                         −127          90          24
  ID01859.5p-miR       191                  −121                        89            23          
  ID01804.3p-miR       325                  −140                        88            25          
  ID03367.5p-miR       328                  −121                        97            20          
  ID00061.3p-miR       334                  −127                        92            22          
  *ATM\*\**            ID03006.5p-miR       9,778                       −121          89          24
  3.9                  miR-5095             9,787                       −108          93          21
  miR-619-5p           9,793                −119                        98            22          
  miR-1273a            11,054               −119                        90            25          
  miR-1273g-3p         11,076               −113                        96            21          
  ID00367.5p-miR       11,069               −110                        90            22          
  *CBL\*\**            miR-1273a            7,727                       −117          89          25
                       miR-1273g-3p         7,749                       −115          98          21
  3.9                  ID01838.5p-miR       7,728                       −117          93          24
  *IL11\*\**           miR-1273f            1,466                       −102          98          19
  0.1                  miR-1273d            1,467                       −121          89          25
  miR-1273e            1,476                −113                        96            22          
  ID01404.5p-miR       1,470                −113                        91            23          
  *RUNX1\*\**          miR-466 (2)          5,456 ÷ 5,460               −106 ÷ -110   91 ÷ 95     23
  9.0                  ID01030.3p-miR (2)   5,454 ÷ 5,464               −108 ÷−113    89 ÷ 93     23
  D00436.3p-miR        5,464                −108                        93            23          
  *SFN\*\**            miR-6089             826                         −129          87          24
  9.4                  ID01774.5p-miR       835                         −129          90          23
  miR-6846-5p          839                  −113                        91            22          
  ID00790.3p-miR       1,179                −104                        89            23          
  ID02868.3p-miR       1,188                −113                        90            23          
  miR-466 (6)          1,190 ÷ 1,200        −106                        91            23          
  ID01030.3p-miR (6)   1,190 ÷ 1,200        −108                        89            23          
  ID00436.3p-miR (7)   1,190 ÷ 1,202        −104                        89            23          
  ID01727.5p-miR (2)   1,203 ÷ 1,205        −104 ÷−106                  89 ÷ 91       23          
  ID02882.3p-miR       1,210                −108                        91            21          
  *STMN1\*\**          miR-1273a            1,729                       −115          87          25
                       miR-1273g-3p         1,751                       −108          93          21
                       ID00367.5p-miR       1,744                       −113          91          22
  6.6                  ID03011.5p-miR       1,730                       −106          91          22

**Notes.**

Genes without \*---miRNA binding sites are in the 5′UTR, genes with \*---miRNA binding sites are in the CDS, \*\*---miRNA binding sites are in the 3′UTR; values in parentheses indicate the number of binding sites; ÷---the change of the parameter in the interval. Different repeating clusters of miRNA binding sites in different genes are coloured.

With the mRNA of luminal A and B BC subtype candidate genes, several miRNAs of the entire nucleotide sequences have been associated ([Fig. S2](#supp-2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For example, ID01403.5p-miR and ID02428.3p-miR were bound to the mRNA *HMGA2* gene. ID03332.3p-miR bound to the mRNA *FOXA1* gene, and ID01593.5p-miR was fully complementarily bound to the mRNA *ANGPTL4* gene.

MiR-3960, miR-7111-3p and ID01352.3p-miR were bound to the mRNA *MAZ* gene by all nucleotides ([Fig. S3](#supp-3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). MiR-877-3p was bound by all nucleotides to the mRNA of *NISCH* and *MAZ* genes, and ID00436.3p-miRwas bound to the mRNA of the *CDK6* gene.

Subtype triple-negative breast cancer
=====================================

The *CBL* gene is a target for six miRNAs, two of which have four BSs ([Table 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"}). A cluster of 12 BSs for six miRNAs was located from 16 nt to 55 nt. All BSs for miRNAs had a total length of 270 nt. The cluster size was 40 nt, with a length of 142 nt for 5′UTR of the mRNA *CBL* gene, so there was a clear need for cluster organization of miRNA BSs. The BSs were compacted 6.8 times. The average free energy of interaction between the six miRNAs with the mRNA of the *CBL* gene was −127 kJ/mole.

The results of the supposed interactions of six miRNAs with the mRNA *CBL* gene can be represented as a diagram showing the location of the miRNA BSs relative to the mRNA cluster ([Fig. 1](#fig-1){ref-type="fig"}). A feature of ID03332.3p-miR is the starting location of their repeating BSs across three nucleotides. This miRNA interacts with mRNA by displacing its BSs, coinciding with the open reading frame of the mRNA *CBL* gene. The schemes of interaction among these 12 miRNAs with the mRNA of the *CBL* gene are shown in [Fig. 2](#fig-2){ref-type="fig"}. It can be seen from these schemes that the interaction between non-canonical pairs A-C and G-U increases the stability of the binding of miRNA to mRNA. From the data presented ([Fig. 1](#fig-1){ref-type="fig"}) it can be seen that no more than one miRNA can bind with a cluster, which causes competition between the miRNAs to bind to the mRNA of a target gene. Some genes expressed in the mammary gland with an RPKM value of less than 10 contain repeats of nucleotides that are targeted by several miRNAs. In the mRNA *CBL* gene, which has a RPKM value of 3.9, four BSs were identified for ID03332.3p-miR and ID01310.3p-miR in a cluster located at 5′UTR from 16 nt to 54 nt ([Table 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"}). Another example of a target gene for miRNA with nucleotide repeats in 3′UTR is the *SFN* gene with an RPKM value of 9.4 ([Table 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"}). miR-466, ID01030.3.3p-miR and ID00436.3p-miR each had six BSs in the cluster from 1,190 nt to 1,214 nt.

![Location of nucleotide sequences of miRNA binding sites cluster in mRNA *CBL* gene.](peerj-07-8049-g001){#fig-1}

![Schemes of interactions of miRNAs with mRNA of *CBL* gene in cluster of binding sites.\
miRNA; the miRNA region; start of binding site (nt); the free energy, ΔG (kJ/mole); the ΔG/ΔGm (%); length of miRNA (nt). The upper and lower nucleotide sequences of mRNA and miRNA, respectively. The nucleotides of non-canonical pairs G--U and A--C highlighted in bold type.](peerj-07-8049-g002){#fig-2}

Five miRNAs with overlapping BSs were found in the 5′UTR of the mRNA *MMP2* gene with a cluster length of 39 nt. The total length of miRNA was 114 nt, which is 2.9 times greater than the total length of a cluster. The average free energy of interaction among the five miRNAs with the mRNA of *MMP2* gene was −122 kJ/mole.

The *RAB5A* gene was a target for six miRNAs, and their BSs were formed into two clusters ([Table 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"}). The cluster length of BSs for ID02930.3p-miR, ID03445.3p-miR, and ID01859.5p-miR located from 184 nt to 214 nt was 31 nt. The total length of the BSs of these miRNAs, arranged in succession, was 71 nt. Due to the overlapping of nucleotide sequences of the BSs of these miRNAs, the total length of the BSs was 2.3 times lower. However, at the same time, only one miRNA can interact with mRNA in the 31 nt segment. Thus, there is a competition between the three miRNAs to bind to the mRNA of the target gene. It is more likely that miRNA will bind with a greater free energy of interaction with mRNA at equal concentrations, or miRNA will be present in greater concentrations at an equal free energy of interaction with mRNA. The second cluster of miRNA BSs was located from 325 nt to 356 nt. The total length of miRNA BSs was 2.1 times the length of the cluster. The average free energy of interaction of the six miRNAs with the mRNA of *RAB5A* was −128 kJ/mole.

There were six miRNA BSs that formed two clusters of BSs in the mRNA of the *ATM* gene ([Table 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"}). The total miRNA lengths for the first and second cluster were 67 and 68 nt, respectively. The decrease in the total length of the miRNA BSs at the overlap of their nucleotide sequence clusters was 1.6--1.8 times. The average free energy of interaction among the six miRNAs with the mRNA of *ATM* gene was −115 kJ/mole.

The cluster of BSs in the mRNA of the *IL11* gene was located from 1466 nt to 1498 nt with a length of 31 nt. The sum of the lengths of BSs was 2.9 times the length of the cluster.

The BS clusters for three miRNAs were identified in 3′UTR of mRNA *RUNX1* and *CBL* genes. Compacting the length of the BSs of miRNAs created competition between them for the BS in mRNA. The average free energy of the interactions between miRNA and mRNA in *CBL* and *RUNX1* gene clusters were −116 kJ/mole and −109 kJ/mole, respectively.

There were two clusters of BSs for three miRNAs from 826 nt to 861 nt, and another cluster from 1,179 nt to 1,231 nt in 3′UTR of the mRNA *SFN* gene. The sum of the lengths of all miRNA BSs of the two clusters was 619 nt. Due to the clustering of BSs of these miRNAs, the actual BS was only 89 nt long, which is seven times less than the length of 3′UTR of the mRNA *SFN* gene, which is 498 nt. The average free energy of miRNA binding at 27 sites was −108 kJ/mole.

The *STMN1* gene was the target of four miRNAs, its BSs in 3′UTR were 43 nt, while the total miRNA length was 90 nt. The average free energy of miRNA binding at four sites was −110 kJ/mole.

The free energy value was higher than −125 kJ/mole for the interactions among ID03332.3p-miR, ID02430.3p-miR, ID02761.3p-miR, ID00278.3p-miR, ID03345.5p-miR, ID02930.3p-miR, ID03445.3p-miR, ID01804.3p-miR, ID00061.3p-miR, ID03006.5p-miR, miR-1273d, miR-6089 and ID01774.5p-miR with the mRNAs of *CBL, MMP2, RAB5A, ATM, IL11* and *SFN* genes.

Subtype luminal A and B breast cancer
-------------------------------------

Eighteen miRNA BSs with overlapping nucleotide sequences were identified in 5′UTR of the mRNA of the *FOXA1* gene ([Table 2](#table-2){ref-type="table"}). Twenty BSs formed a cluster with a length of 52 nt, spanning from 99 nt to 151 nt. The total length of all 20 BSs was 447 nt, which was longer than 5′UTR with a length of 312 nt. Since the cluster length was 52 nt, only two miRNAs could be bound simultaneously, and other miRNAs did not affect the expression of the *FOXA1* gene.
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###### Characteristics of miRNAs interaction in mRNA of BC subtype luminal A and B.
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  Gene, RPKM           miRNA                Start of binding site, nt   ΔG, kJ/mole   ΔG/ΔGm, %   Length, nt
  -------------------- -------------------- --------------------------- ------------- ----------- ------------
  *FOXA1*              ID00297.5p-miR       99                          −123          89          24
  10.2                 ID02106.3p-miR       110                         −123          89          23
  ID00252.5p-miR       111                  −140                        94            24          
  ID02769.5p-miR       112                  −127                        92            22          
  ID01099.5p-miR       116                  −108                        100           17          
  ID01190.5p-miR       118                  −108                        100           17          
  ID00296.3p-miR       115                  −140                        89            25          
  ID01641.3p-miR       122                  −134                        90            24          
  ID01403.5p-miR       120                  −123                        91            23          
  ID00061.3p-miR       127                  −129                        94            22          
  ID03367.5p-miR (2)   121 ÷ 122            −117                        93            20          
  miR-3960             120                  −115                        92            20          
  ID00071.3p-miR (2)   118 ÷ 121            −117 ÷−121                  93 ÷ 97       20          
  ID02457.3p-miR       118                  −108                        100           17          
  ID02595.5p-miR       118                  −115                        92            20          
  ID01702.3p-miR       120                  −140                        89            25          
  ID00457.3p-miR       124                  −123                        91            22          
  ID02499.3p-miR (2)   127 ÷ 130            −119 ÷−121                  92 ÷ 93       21          
  *HMGA2*              miR-6756-5p          529                         −117          87          23
  0.0                  ID01737.3p-miR       539                         −119          93          21
  ID01041.5p-miR (2)   541 ÷ 544            −129 ÷−134                  88 ÷ 91       24          
  ID00089.3p-miR       542                  −125                        91            22          
  ID01323.3p-miR       542                  −117                        95            20          
  ID02296.5p-miR       542                  −115                        93            20          
  ID0296.3p-miR        544                  −146                        93            25          
  ID01641.3p-miR       544                  −142                        96            24          
  ID01403.5p-miR       547                  −119                        88            23          
  ID00061.3p-miR       550                  −132                        95            22          
  ID03367.5p-miR       550                  −115                        92            20          
  miR-3960             549                  −117                        93            20          
  miR-4739             573                  −123                        87            25          
  ID00425.5p-miR       575                  −121                        88            24          
  ID00564.5p-miR       585                  −110                        90            22          
  *ITGB1\**            ID02187.5p-miR       91                          −127          92          23
  63.6                 miR-4787-5p          92                          −123          92          22
  ID00457.3p-miR       95                   −123                        91            22          
  ID02770.5p-miR       98                   −117                        93            20          
  ID01184.3p-miR       101                  −117                        93            20          
  *HMGA2\*\**          ID01970.3p-miR       1,255                       −113          90          23
  0.0                  ID00849.3p-miR (2)   1,261 ÷ 1,268               −117          90          22
  ID01545.3p-miR       1,275                −115                        95            21          
  *SMAD3\*\**          miR-4690-5p          2,066                       −115          92          22
                       ID02822.5p-miR       2,070                       −127          91          23
  ID00978.5p-miR       2,072                −119                        90            22          
  miR-6089 (2)         2,073 ÷ 2,078        −132 ÷−136                  89 ÷ 91       24          
  ID01382.3p-miR       2,075                −113                        93            20          
  miR-3620-5p (2)      2,069 ÷ 2,074        −117 ÷−115                  87 ÷ 89       22          
  *SOX4\*\**           ID01839.3p-miR       2,994                       −123          89          23
  13.2                 ID01282.3p-miR       3,000                       −125          95          23
  ID03445.3p-miR       3,000                −127                        90            24          
  ID00101.3p-miR       3,001                −115                        92            22          
  *TGFB1\*\**          ID03306.3p-miR       2,060                       −123          94          21
  19.5                 miR-6089 (4)         2,060 ÷ 2,095               −132 ÷−136    89 ÷ 91     24
  ID01382.3p-miR       2,062                −113                        93            20          
  miR-3620-5p          2,086                −115                        87            22          
  ID03208.5p-miR       2,066                −125                        88            24          
  ID00978.5p-miR       2,089                −119                        90            22          
  ID00296.3p-miR       2,093                −140                        89            25          

**Notes.**

Genes without \*---miRNA binding sites are in the 5′UTR, genes with \*---miRNA binding sites are in the CDS, \*\*---miRNA binding sites are in the 3′UTR; values in parentheses indicate the number of binding sites; ÷---the change of the parameter in the interval. Different repeating clusters of miRNA binding sites in different genes are coloured.

The formation of a cluster of BSs for the *FOXA1* gene in 5′UTR indicated this gene's capability for compaction, which causes competition among miRNA for the BS. Despite the fact that ID01099.5p-miR, ID01190.5p-miR and ID02457.3p-miR are fully complementary to the mRNA gene, they had a free energy interaction of −108 kJ/mole, which is significantly less than that of the other miRNAs. At equal concentrations of all miRNAs, ID00252.5p-miR, ID00296.3p-miR and ID01702.3p-miR had ΔG values of −140 kJ/mole because of their advantage in binding to the mRNA of the *FOXA1* gene. The average free energy of miRNA binding, without the three miRNAs with a length of 17 nt, was −126 kJ/mole, which is characteristic of miRNA binding in 5′UTR.

BSs of 15 miRNAs were in 5′UTR of the *HMGA2* mRNA cluster from 529 nt to 607 nt. The total length of BSs was 4.6 times greater than the cluster length. ID00296.3p-miR and ID00296.3p-miR had ΔG values of −142 kJ/mole and −146 kJ/mole, respectively.

The *ITGB1* gene had no 5′UTR, but a cluster for five miRNA BSs was located from 91 nt to 121 nt in the beginning of CDS with a length of 31 nt, which is 3.5 times less than the sum of the lengths of five miRNAs.

For the *HMGA2* gene, there was a cluster with a length of 41 nt for four BSs, with the BS total length of 88 nt.

Apparently, BSs compaction is associated not only with a decrease in the length of the gene, but also with increased competition between miRNAs. Take for example, the cluster of eight BSs with 3′UTR of the mRNA *SMAD3* gene with a length of 35 nt. Only one miRNA can be bound in a cluster. At equal concentrations of all six miRNAs, ID02822.5p-miR and miR-6089, with free interaction energy of −127 kJ/mole to −136 kJ/mole, would have an advantage in binding to the cluster.

The 3′UTR of the mRNA *SOX4* gene had four miRNA BSs organized in a cluster of 29 nt. ID01282.3p-miR and ID03445.3p-miR bound to mRNA had ΔG values of −125 kJ/mole and −127 kJ/mole, respectively.

The mRNAs of the *TGFB1* gene had a BS cluster for seven miRNAs with a length of 60 nt. The length of 3′UTR was 146 nt with 10 miRNA BSs equal to 230 nt, compacting the BS 4.8 times.

[Figure S2](#supp-2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the schemes of interaction among some miRNAs with mRNA of several candidate genes of the luminal A and B subtypes. The presented schemes clearly show the advantage of the MirTarget program in predicting the miRNA BSs. For example, ID03367.5p-miR formed a non-canonical G-U pair in the mRNA *FOXA1* gene. However, ID03367.5p-miR was able to bind to 19 nucleotides of mRNA and the free energy interaction was 93% of the maximum value. The ID02542.5p-miR interacted with 23 nucleotides of the mRNA *FOXA1* gene, but had only one unpaired nucleotide. Similar interactions between the miRNAs and their target genes are valid for the following pairs: ID00101.3p-miR and the *HMGA2* gene, ID00849.3p-miR and the *HMGA2* gene, miR-4507-3p and the *SMAD3* gene, miR-937-5p and the *TGFB1* gene, miR-937-5p and the *SMAD3* gene, and ID01403.5p-miR and the *HMGA2* gene.

Subtype HER2 breast cancer
--------------------------

Fifteen miRNAs were bound in 5′UTR mRNAs of three candidate genes of the breast cancer subtype HER2 ([Table 3](#table-3){ref-type="table"}). The mRNA of the *EPOR* gene had three miRNA BSs, with overlapping nucleotide sequences. Three BSs of ID01633.3p-miR, ID01599.3p-miR and ID01626.3p-miR comprised a 26 nt cluster located in 5′UTR of the mRNA *EPOR* gene. Without overlapping sites, the length of three miRNAs would be 67 nt, which is half of the 135 nt length of 5′UTR. Consequently, the compacting of miRNA BSs is useful in reducing the proportion of BSs by 2.6 times in 5′UTR of the mRNA *EPOR* gene.

In the mRNA of the *MAZ* gene, the BSs of ID00968.3p-miR, ID01476.3p-miR, miR-1470, and ID00620.3p-miR were located in a cluster with a length of 34 nt. The total length of the four miRNAs was equal to 87 nt. Another cluster in *MAZ* mRNA with a length of 44 nt was formed by miR-6850-5p, miR-4466, miR-762, ID00915.3p-miR and ID02979.5p-miR BSs. Both clusters occupied only 78 nt, and the total length of BSs of nine miRNAs was 196 nt.

In the mRNA of the *NISCH* gene, the BSs of ID03445.3p-miR, ID01560.3p-miR and ID03119.5p-miR formed a cluster with a length of 35 nt. With cluster formation, the length of these BSs was 71 nt, i.e., 52% of the length of 5′UTR.

10.7717/peerj.8049/table-3

###### Characteristics of miRNA interaction in mRNA genes of BC subtype HER2.
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  Gene, RPKM           miRNA            Start of binding site, nt   ΔG, kJ/mole   ΔG/ΔGm, %   Length, nt
  -------------------- ---------------- --------------------------- ------------- ----------- ------------
  *EPOR*               ID01633.3p-miR   77                          −108          91          21
  8.1                  ID01599.3p-miR   79                          −119          89          23
  ID01626.3p-miR       80               −129                        90            23          
  *MAZ*                ID00968.3p-miR   16                          −117          93          20
  9.5                  ID01476.3p-miR   16                          −134          91          23
  miR-1470             18               −123                        97            21          
  ID00620.3p-miR       27               −127                        91            23          
  miR-6850-5p          92               −115                        87            22          
  miR-4466             107              −110                        98            18          
  miR-762              111              −123                        91            22          
  D00915.3p-miR        112              −127                        88            24          
  ID02979.5p-miR       114              −121                        92            22          
  *NISCH*              ID03445.3p-miR   31                          −125          88          24
  32.2                 ID01560.3p-miR   38                          −123          89          23
  ID03119.5p-miR       41               −125                        88            24          
  *MAPK3\**            ID00149.3p-miR   1,144                       −117          93          22
  32.6                 ID01748.3p-miR   1,144                       −110          91          21
  miR-6805-3p          1,145            −117                        87            23          
  *MAZ\**              miR-6729-5p      361                         −115          87          22
  9.5                  ID02623.3p-miR   363                         −125          89          23
  ID02460.5p-miR       372              −119                        92            22          
  miR-2861             375              −110                        95            19          
  ID02294.5p-miR (3)   457 ÷ 469        −134 ÷−138                  91 ÷ 94       24          
  ID02986.5p-miR       459              −119                        93            21          
  ID01819.5p-miR       461              −125                        87            25          
  ID01804.3p-miR (2)   464 ÷ 467        −140                        88            25          
  ID02064.5p-miR       489              −121                        92            21          
  ID02538.3p-miR       489              −125                        94            22          
  ID00296.3p-miR       500              −138                        88            25          
  ID01641.3p-miR       506              −132                        89            24          
  miR-3960             505              −119                        95            20          
  miR-4706             605              −123                        87            25          
  ID01705.3p-miR       608              −117                        92            21          
  ID01641.3p-miR       608              −134                        90            24          
  miR-3960             612              −117                        93            20          
  ID01768.3p-miR       893              −113                        90            22          
  ID01911.5p-miR       900              −123                        89            23          
  ID00849.3p-miR       901              −125                        97            22          
  *BRCA2\*\**          ID00112.5p-miR   10,722                      −102          91          21
  0.1                  ID02744.3p-miR   10,738                      −104          92          22
  miR-619-5p           10,746           −117                        96            22          
  *CDK6\*\**           miR-548h-3p      1,677                       −104          91          23
  2.2                  miR-548z         1,677                       −104          91          23
  miR-548aq-3p         1,678            −102                        94            22          
  miR-548az-3p         1,678            −98                         94            21          
  ID03264.3p-miR       1,678            −98                         90            22          
  miR-466 (10)         1,908 ÷ 1,926    −104 ÷−108                  90 ÷ 93       23          
  ID01030.3p-miR (7)   1,900 ÷ 1,918    −108 ÷−115                  89 ÷ 95       23          
  ID00436.3p-miR (9)   1,896 ÷ 1,920    −104 ÷−106                  89 ÷ 91       23          
  ID02513.5p-miR       1,901            −102                        91            22          

**Notes.**

Genes without \*---miRNA binding sites are in the 5′UTR, genes with \*---miRNA binding sites are in the CDS, \*\*---miRNA binding sites are in the 3′UTR; values in parentheses indicate the number of binding sites; ÷---the change of the parameter in the interval. Different repeating clusters of miRNA binding sites in different genes are coloured.
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There were 24 miRNAs for which the mRNA was targeted in CDS. *MAPK3* gene was a target of three miRNAs, the BSs of which were located in a cluster with a length of 26 nt. The mRNA of the *MAZ* gene had miRNA BSs with nucleotide sequences overlapping into four different clusters ([Table 3](#table-3){ref-type="table"}). The first cluster with a length of 33 nt included BSs of miR-6729-5p, ID02623.3p-miR, ID02460.5p-miR and miR-2861. Nucleotide sequences of BS clusters encoded the oligopeptide APAPPPTPQA, which was conservative in orthologous proteins MAZ of *H. sapiens, P. abelii, P. troglodytes,* and *C. sabaesus* ([Fig. 3A](#fig-3){ref-type="fig"}). The second cluster was located from 457 nt to 530 nt. The total length of all BSs of miRNAs of this cluster was 302 nt. This length required BS compaction since all nucleotides participate in the coding of functionally important amino acids in CDS. Despite the long length of the cluster of nine miRNA BSs encoding the oligopeptide AAAAAAAAAAAAAVAAAPPAPAAA, the MAZ orthologs were conservative ([Fig. 3B](#fig-3){ref-type="fig"}). The third cluster consisted of miR-4706, ID01641.3p-miR, ID01705.3p-miR, and miR-3960 BSs with a length of 30 nt. The cluster encoded the conservative oligopeptide APPASAAT ([Fig. 3C](#fig-3){ref-type="fig"}). The fourth cluster, with a length of 30 nt, included BSs for three miRNAs. The encoded subcluster oligopeptide GAGGGGGEAG was also conservative ([Fig. 3D](#fig-3){ref-type="fig"}).

All BSs for miRNAs that interacted with *MAZ* mRNA had a total length of 472 nt, which was approximately 33% of the total CDS length. Clustered BSs for miRNA occupied only 1,434 nt, 12% of CDS length. The *MAZ* gene was the most preferable target for miRNA, so monitoring its expression should be a priority.

Fifteen miRNAs were bound within the mRNA of candidate breast cancer subtype HER2 genes with a free energy of −125 kJ/mole or greater ([Table 3](#table-3){ref-type="table"}). For example, ID01626.3p-miR had a competitive advantage over ID01633.3p-miR and ID01599.3p-miR for binding in the mRNA cluster *EPOR*. In two clusters of *MAZ* mRNA, ID01476.3p-miR and ID00915.3p-miR were predominantly bound. The translation of the mRNA *MAZ* gene will be significantly suppressed if ID02294.5p-miR (which has three BSs) is present, and ID01804.3p-miR and ID00296.3p-miR have sites with a free binding energy of −140 kJ/mole and −138 kJ/mole, respectively.

In 3′UTR of the mRNA *BRCA2* gene, three miRNA BSs were identified with overlapping nucleotide sequences ([Table 3](#table-3){ref-type="table"}). The *CDK6* gene was a target for nine miRNAs. miR-548h-3p, miR-548z, miR-548aq-3p, miR-548az-3p, and ID03264.3p-miR formed a cluster from 1,677 nt to 1,699 nt. The mRNA of *BRCA2* and *CDK6* genes had BSs for miRNA in 3′UTR with a low free energy of binding: −98 kJ/mole to −117 kJ/mole. In the 3′UTR of the mRNA *CDK6* gene with an RPKM value of 2.2, there were 10 BSs of miR-466, nine BSs of ID00436.3p-miR, and seven BSs of ID01030.3p-miR forming a cluster from 1,896 nt to 1,948 nt ([Table 3](#table-3){ref-type="table"}). Multiple BSs for these miRNAs allowed them to bind with mRNA and significantly increased the probability of translation inhibition of the mRNA *CDK6* gene.

Compacting miRNA BSs is difficult to explain if its sole purpose is conserving the length of 3′UTR, since there are various reasons for compacting BSs. For example, the binding of one miRNA precludes other miRNAs binding with that site. If this miRNA is a signal of the host gene (gene encoding miRNA), the target gene will not perceive this signal. Specifically, there is competition between different miRNAs for the BS, and for the ability to regulate the expression of the target gene.

It should be noted that most miRNA BSs were located at the beginning of 5′UTR and CDS mRNA regions of the *MAZ* gene ([Table 3](#table-3){ref-type="table"}). This localization of miRNA BSs allows protein synthesis to be ended earlier in the case of the formation of abortive proteins. For example, the first three clusters of miRNA BSs were located in CDS of the mRNA *MAZ* gene. All BSs of nine miRNAs in 5′UTR of mRNA *MAZ* were located between 16 nt and 114 nt of the 168 nt length of 5′UTR.

The miRNA BSs in 3′UTR of mRNA *BRCA2* and *CDK6* genes were also located at the beginning of 3′UTR ([Table 3](#table-3){ref-type="table"}).

[Figure S3](#supp-3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the schemes of interaction of miRNAs with mRNAs of candidate genes of the subtype HER2. Several miRNAs and their target genes (ID02998.3p-miR and *MAZ* gene, miR-5008-5p and *MAZ* gene, ID02499.3p-miR and *MAZ* gene, miR-6805-3p and *MAPK3* gene, miR-3960 and *MAZ* gene, miR-877-3p, miR-7111-3p, and ID01352.3p-miR) had BSs in the same region of the mRNA *MAZ* gene from 2,273 nt to 2,774 nt. All miRNA nucleotides formed hydrogen bonds with this region of mRNA.

After the discovery of clusters of miRNA BSs with mRNA of candidate genes of breast cancer subtypes, the question arises as to how stable these structural forms are. It is known that some miRNAs arose in early stages of evolution and have been stable for tens of millions of years of species divergence ([@ref-23]). Other miRNA associations with mRNA have appeared recently, and they have not been observed even in closely related species. Taking this into consideration, we checked the variability of nucleotide sequences of BSs in the clusters we identified. The analysis results of nucleotide sequences of clusters in mRNA candidate breast cancer subtypes are given in [Tables S3](#supp-6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S5](#supp-8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The data obtained show that in most cases the nucleotide sequences of clusters are identical. Observed differences in single nucleotides show slight changes in the degree of interaction between miRNA and BSs. Consequently, established bindings between miRNAs and BSs organized in clusters are stable in genomes of studied objects which have diverged over millions of years. Evolutionary conservatism allows options among adequate animal models for studying associations between miRNAs and mRNAs.

Discussion
==========

Dysregulation of gene expression by miRNAs is one of the causes of oncogenesis ([@ref-1]), and studies about the participation of miRNAs in oncogenesis testifies to their important role in this process ([@ref-41]). Many studies have been devoted to the role of miRNA in various diseases, including triple-negative BC ([@ref-4]; [@ref-9]; [@ref-59]), luminal A and B subtypes of BC ([@ref-3]; [@ref-16]; [@ref-54]) and the HER2 subtype of BC ([@ref-15]; [@ref-39]; [@ref-52]). However, there have been few reliably established associations between miRNA and target genes. In this article, we identified associations of the miRNAs with their target genes that may be responsible for the development of breast cancer, taking into account its subtypes. The selectivity of miRNA and mRNA interaction, as well as the facts of preservation of the entire miRNA nucleotide sequence and the corresponding BSs in the mRNA of target genes, demonstrate the stability of these interactions over tens of millions of years of evolution ([@ref-61]). We applied new bioinformatics approaches to the assessment of these relationships, which allowed us to reveal important characteristics of the binding between miRNAs and target genes ([Tables 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"}--[3](#table-3){ref-type="table"}). Previously experimentally established miRNA BSs using the mRNA of target *RTL1* genes ([@ref-11]) were verified using the MirTarget program. The *RTL1* gene is located on the antisense sequence for 10 miRNA, and participates in oncogenesis through them. For example, miR-127-5p can suppress the expression of a tumor suppressor gene ([@ref-50]), miR-136-5p can regulate the expression of *CLDN15* ([@ref-61])*, ENAH* genes are involved in tumor invasion ([@ref-13]; [@ref-48]), and miR-432-3p can affect the gene *IL2RB* involved in the development of breast cancer ([@ref-14]). With the MirTarget program, we confirmed the seven experimentally established BSs for miR-127, miR-136, miR-431, miR-433-3p/5p, and miR-434-3p/5p with the mRNA of the *RTL1* gene, and we predicted another three BSs for miRNAs ([@ref-11]). All 10 miRNA BSs were located in the CDS of the mRNA gene, and the nucleotide sequences of miRNA and mRNA were fully complementary. Note that the nucleotide sequences miR-127-5p and miR-127-3p were conservative in species that had diverted tens of millions of years ago, according to miRBase ([@ref-61]). Using the MirTarget program, we predicted miRNA BSs in the CDS, 5′UTR and 3′UTR of many genes ([@ref-2]; [@ref-21]; [@ref-19]; [@ref-18]; [@ref-20]). The nucleotide sequences of miRNA and their BSs have been conserved in the mRNA genes of animal and plant organisms over tens of millions of years of evolution ([@ref-5]; [@ref-21]; [@ref-19]; [@ref-18]; [@ref-20]).

The MirTarget program detects BS organization with overlapping nucleotide sequences. The organization of BSs into clusters has two consequences: (a) BSs are compacted to reduce their share in the total length of mRNA; (b) competition is created among miRNAs to bind to mRNA, taking into account the free energy of miRNA interaction with mRNA.

The competition between miRNA complicated our interpretation of the expected effects of changing the miRNA concentration. In diseases, the concentration of miRNA can increase and decrease dozens of times ([@ref-32]; [@ref-57]). For example, a decrease in the concentration of one miRNA may not cause any effect, since other miRNAs will inhibit protein translation. In most cases, the binding of miRNA with mRNA is unlikely to lead to a complete suppression of translation, such as with a fully complementary interaction of miRNA with mRNA ([@ref-11]). Even a few miRNAs will not cause a complete suppression of translation if their concentration is less than the concentration of mRNA.

It has been found that some miRNAs may bind to the mRNA of more than one candidate gene of different subtypes. For example, ID03445.3p-miR may interact with the mRNA of the *NISCH* gene of the HER2 subtype, mRNA of the *RAB5A* gene of the triple-negative subtype, and mRNA of the *SOX4* gene of luminal A and B subtypes ([Tables 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"}--[3](#table-3){ref-type="table"}). Additionally, ID00061.3p-miR can bind to mRNA of the *RAB5A* gene of the triple-negative subtype and mRNA of the *FOXA1* gene of luminal A and B subtypes ([Tables 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#table-2){ref-type="table"}). ID01641.3p-miR can interact with mRNA of *FOXA1, HMGA2* genes of luminal A and B subtypes, and with mRNA of the *MAZ* gene of the HER2 subtype ([Tables 2](#table-2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#table-3){ref-type="table"}). miR-466 could bind to mRNA of *RUNX1, SFN* and *CDK6* genes ([Tables 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"} and [3](#table-3){ref-type="table"}). One miRNA can interact with mRNA of two or more candidate genes of the same subtype. For example, miR-6089 can bind to mRNA of *SMAD3* and *TGFB1* genes when it has two and four consecutive sites ([Table 2](#table-2){ref-type="table"}), and to mRNA of the *SFN* gene with one BS ([Table 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"}). The ID00367.5p-miR and miR-1273g-3p BSs were located through seven nucleotides in mRNA of the *ATM* gene and *STMN1* gene ([Table 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"}). BSs of these miRNAs were part of corresponding clusters.

A distinctive feature of candidate genes of the triple-negative subtype is the presence of several genes of miR-1273 family BSs in mRNA ([Table 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"}). The mRNA of the *IL11* gene in the cluster included BSs of miR-1273d, miR-1273e and miR-1273f. The mRNA genes of *ATM, CBL,* and *STMN1* included BSs of miR-1273a and miR-1273g-3p, with a distance of 22 nt between the origins of their BSs. Characteristics of the interactions of the miR-1273 family with candidate genes of the triple-negative subtype are not random. mRNA of candidate genes of luminal A and B, and HER2 subtypes lack the BSs of the miR-1273 family ([Tables 2](#table-2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#table-3){ref-type="table"}). We predicted several multiple BSs for a single miRNA. For example, miR-466 had two BSs in mRNA of the *RUNX1* gene, six BSs in mRNA of the *SFN* gene, and 10 BSs in mRNA of the *CDK6* gene ([Tables 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"} and [3](#table-3){ref-type="table"}). BSs of ID01030.3p-miR and ID00436.3p-miR were included in clusters of mRNA BSs of *ATM* and *SFN* genes ([Table 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"}). The mRNA of the *SFN* gene had six BSs with ID01030.3p-miR and ID00436.3p-miR. It is known that single nucleotide, dinucleotide, and trinucleotide repeats are found in mRNA genes, and which nucleotide repeats are targets for miRNA have been shown ([@ref-23]; [@ref-38]). The position of BSs in the same cluster suggests competition between miRNA to bind to mRNA of the target gene. Competition among miRNAs for BSs also occurs when they are bound to mRNA of different genes if they are expressed both in a single cell and in different cells of the body, since miRNA is transported through the body with blood ([@ref-16]; [@ref-26]; [@ref-62]). It is necessary to take into account the concentration of miRNA and mRNA to explain the effectiveness of their interaction.

Some miRNAs can bind with high free energy to mRNA of targets genes of different subtypes: ID.01804.3p-miR and *RAB5A*, *MAZ* (−140 kJ/mole); ID.00252.5p-miR and *FOXA1* (−140 kJ/mole); ID.00296.3p-miR and *FOXA1*, *HMGA2* (−146 kJ/mole); and ID.01641.3p-miR and *HMGA2* (−142 kJ/mole) ([Tables 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"}--[3](#table-3){ref-type="table"}). Such associations of miRNA and target genes can be used as markers of two BC subtypes, since the expression of these genes will be significantly suppressed by the corresponding miRNA. Simultaneously while controlling the expression of these miRNA and gene associations, it is necessary to control the expression of specific associations for each subtype. For example, such associations may be for ID.03332.3p-miR, ID.02761.3p-miR and the *CBL* gene; ID.02930.3p-miR, ID.01804.3p-miR and the *RAB5A* gene for triple-negative subtype ([Table 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"}); ID.01702.3p-miR and the *FOXA1* gene for the luminal subtype A and B ([Table 2](#table-2){ref-type="table"}); or ID.1476.3p-miR, ID.02294.5p-miR and the *MAZ* gene for the subtype HER2 ([Table 3](#table-3){ref-type="table"}).

[Tables 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"}--[3](#table-3){ref-type="table"} provide information (RPKM) on the normal expression of candidate genes in the mammary gland. The most highly expressed genes are *MMP2* ([Table 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"}), *ITGB1* ([Table 2](#table-2){ref-type="table"}), *NISCH,* and *MAPK3* ([Table 3](#table-3){ref-type="table"}). The mRNA of *MMP2* and *ITGB1* genes contain clusters of BSs for five miRNAs, and the mRNA of *NISCH* and *MAPK3* genes contain clusters for three miRNAs. Consequently, the expression of these candidate genes and miRNAs binding in respective clusters can be used to develop methods for diagnosing BC subtypes. The *HMGA2* gene is not normally expressed ([Table 2](#table-2){ref-type="table"}), but its mRNA has two binding clusters for 18 miRNAs, and some miRNAs can bind with high free energy to mRNA, suggesting the suppression of its possible expression. Several studies have shown that this gene can be expressed in tumor cells and its increased expression leads to the development of oncogenesis ([@ref-10]; [@ref-37]; [@ref-40]; [@ref-43]; [@ref-45]; [@ref-53]).

For each of the BC subtypes, two or more miRNAs with binding sites in the same cluster and in several genes were detected; for example, identified BS clusters for miR-1273a and miR-1273g-3p in *ATM, CBL* and *STMN1* genes of the triple-negative subtype ([Table 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"}). For miR-466, ID.01030.3p-miR and ID.00436.3p-miR binding sites were found in clusters mRNA of *RUNX1* and *SFN* genes of the triple-negative subtype. These two associations of miRNAs and candidate genes can serve as markers for the diagnosis of a triple-negative subtype. For miR-466, ID.01030.3p-miR and ID.00436.3p-miR binding sites were found in the cluster mRNA of *CDK6* candidate gene of the HER2 subtype. Consequently, in addition to controlling the concentration of these three miRNAs, the control of the expression of target genes is necessary to establish the disease subtype.

The mRNA *SMAD3* and *TGFB1* genes of luminal A and B subtypes contain clusters of binding sites of miR-6089, ID.01382.3p-miR and miR-3620-5p, which justify the use of these associations between miRNAs and genes as markers of luminal A and B subtypes. However, the candidate *SFN* gene of the triple-negative subtype also contains an miR-6089 binding site. Therefore, in this case it is also necessary to control the expression of *SFN* gene to identify the disease subtype. The examples above show that for accurate labeling of disease subtypes, it is imperative to control the expression of miRNAs and target genes. The same examples show the inadequacy of diagnosing using one or several miRNAs with concentrations changing correlatively across different subtypes without controlling the influence of these miRNAs on target genes. The results of this work show the necessity for simultaneous quantitative control of the expression of many genes and miRNAs.

Our proposed use of the associations between miRNA and target genes should be analyzed, while taking into account the following factors: (a) miRNA and their target genes perform limited stages of key biological processes involved in the development of diseases; (b) these interactions between miRNA with mRNA have high free energy; (c) there is a greater number of miRNAs that bind to mRNA; and (d) included miRNAs have more target genes. Depending on circumstances, the adequacy and significance of the associations listed between miRNAs and mRNA may vary.

Conclusions
===========

Using the associations between miRNAs and their targets genes has been identified as a method for identifying breast cancer subtypes. The clustering of miRNA BSs decreases the fraction of BSs with nucleotide sequences in mRNA. The cluster organization of miRNA BSs is mainly found in 5′UTR and 3′UTR. In the CDS, the share of miRNA BSs organized into clusters is less than that of single miRNA BSs. The cluster organization of miRNA BSs, together with the free energy of miRNA interaction with mRNA, causes competition between miRNAs to bind to mRNA. This phenomenon demonstrates the competitive relationship among miRNAs in the regulation of the expression of target genes. The number of miRNA BSs in clusters indicates the degree of dependence of the expression of target genes on the expression of other miRNA host genes. Our results show the necessity for simultaneous quantitative control of the expression of many genes and many miRNAs in the development of methods to diagnose studied breast cancer subtypes.
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